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Research about electromechanical characterization of non-uniformly charged IPMC devices is 
quasi-absent. This has limited the use of IPMCs to only those devices where the IPMC is 
completely covered with electrode surfaces (uniformly charged).  

The IPMC models proposed do not allow a simple numerical analysis of IPMC devices. 
Some authors use a microscopic model approach [1]. Other models are so complex [2] that 
special FEM programs had to be developed. The bimorph beam model proposed in [3] uses a 
piezoelectric equivalence technique. This allows FEM analysis of IPMC devices, including the 
non-uniform charged ones. However, their approach shows a difficult physical interpretation. 

Based on our previous work [4], we develop a theoretical study for electromechanical 
characterization of non-uniformly charged IPMC devices. A continuum model taking also into 
account the gravitational forces, important for large IPMC devices, was developed for force 
density and material displacement characterization. Based on this approach, FEM analysis of 
IPMC devices using Comsol Multiphysics is introduced in a very simple way (Figs. 1(b) and 
2(c)). Two IPMC devices (Figs. 1(a,c) and 2(a,b)) with the electrodes covering only part of their 
membrane were studied. 
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Figure 1:    First device using a non-uniformly charged IPMC. 
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Figure 2:    Second device using a non-uniformly charged IPMC. 
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